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Calculations using conventional ab initio theory are performed to investigate the reaction
mechanism associated with the gas-phase ion/molecule reaction of isobutenyl anion with N2O.
As a result, our theoretical findings strongly suggest that the main pathway is the reaction pattern of end-N attack and that the corresponding reaction mechanism basically relates to hydrogen migration, which may yield products cis-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 , trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 , and
H2O. Those are in good agreement with the experimental observations. Moreover, based on the
NBO, Activation Strain model and methyl group effect analysis, we also explored the characters of rate-determining step of the main pathway.
K e y w o r d s: isobutenyl anion, reaction mechanism, second-order Møller—Plesset perturbation theory (MP2).
INTRODUCTION

Carbanion, acting as a sort of valuable electron-rich reagent, plays a central role in organic chemistry because of its widespread synthetic utility [ 1 ]. In many cases, it is a reactive nucleophilic intermediate [ 2—7 ] and is often encountered in organic chemistry, organometallic chemistry, alkyl lithium
chemistry and so on [ 8—14 ]. Many experiments have demonstrated that the stable carbanions, owing
to charge delocalization, do exist [ 2—15 ]. However, they have not been successfully isolated, possibly due to their high reactivities [ 9—11, 14 ]. Previously, substantial efforts were made to gain and
characterize carbanions experimentally [ 12—14 ], including bond strengths, [ 16 ] energies, [ 17 ] and
resonance effects. [ 18 ] Also, the corresponding gas-phase reactions have been studied extensively.
[ 11—13, 19, 20 ] Here, the work of Depuy et al. in 1977 [ 19 ] in which, using a flowing afterglow
(FA)-selected ion flow tube (SIFT), they investigated in detail the reaction mechanism of different
carbanions with some small molecules, is most representative. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no theoretical study has hitherto well explored the reaction mechanism of an isobutenyl anion
with N2O, which was only inferred by Depuy from the experiment [ 20 ], as shown in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1
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Therefore, we are strongly stimulated to carry out the work to elucidate the mechanism of this reaction
and to give a suitable explanation for the experimental results. Furthermore, through this theoretical
work, we hope (i) to estimate the crucial activation barriers and to understand the origin of the barrier
heights using the Activation Strain model, and (ii) to investigate the methyl group effect on the preferred reaction pathways.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 03 program [ 21 ]. For the reaction of the isobutenyl anion with N2O, the geometries of the reactants, the products, the intermediate isomers and the
transition states were fully optimized at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level [ 22 ]. Frequency calculations at
the same level of theory have been performed to identify all of the stationary points as minima (zero
imaginary frequency) or transition-state structures (one imaginary frequency). The relative energies
were, thus, corrected for vibrational zero-point energies (ZPE) and the transition states both to the reactant and the product directions in the reaction pathways were examined by the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [ 23 ]. To obtain more reliable energetic data, higher-level single-point energy calculations were performed at the QCISD [ 24 ] level of theory with the same basis set (QCISD/631++G(d,p)) using the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) optimized geometries. Moreover, the natural population
analysis (NPA) has been conducted with the natural bond orbital (NBO) method [ 25 ].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the equilibrium geometries for the title reaction obtained by the optimization
procedure at the MP2 theory level using 6-31++G(d,p) basis set, where the computed structures are
labeled as IM or TS depending on their nature as intermediates or transition states. The energy profiles
obtained at the QCISD/6-31++G(d,p)//MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level are depicted in Fig. 4. The more detailed information will be discussed in the following sections.
Entrance channels. Our calculations show that a weakly bonded van der Waals complex named
IM1 is formed firstly for the title reaction when isobutenyl anion approaches an N2O molecule. This is
fully consistent with the predictions [ 12—14, 19, 20 ]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, IM1 is very reactantlike and more stable than the reactant asymptote by 29.25 kJ/mol. Therefore, the formation of IM1
will provide enough exothermic energy to activate itself, resulting in the reaction continuing until the
formation of different products. Note that the C1 and C3 in IM1 can be considered as the most active
sites, which is supported by the largest negative charge concentration found at the two symmetric C1
and C3 atoms, cal. the same –0.847 a.u. (Scheme 2). Here, the active site is limited to the C1 in the present study. Starting from IM1, the association with N2O may have three attack patterns, that is, (i) endO attack to form IM2-O; (ii) middle-N attack to form IM2c; (iii) end-N attack to form IM2. This is
consistent with the experimental results proposed by Depuy et al., [ 26 ] who found that N2O was capable of donating one or two nitrogen atoms or an oxygen atom. In addition, according to the molecular orbital (MO) theory [ 27—29 ], the difference in stability of the molecule is easily understood in
terms of the HOMO(Lewis base)—LUMO(Lewis acid) interaction, namely, both a smaller HOMO—
LUMO gap ('E) facilitates the electron transition in general, but is unfavorable for the formation of a
Lewis steady molecule. Our theoretical result indicates that the corresponding 'E of the three molecules fall in the order IM2-O (756.14) > IM2 (732.52) > IM2c (685.26), as shown in Table 1. This is
fully confirmed by our theoretical calculations. As shown in Fig. 4, the relative energies with reference
to R (C4H 7 + N2O) for the three complexes obTable 1
tained at the QCISD/6-31++G(d,p)//MP2/6Molecular orbital energies (kJ)
31++G(d,p) level are –85.98 kJ/mol (IM2c),
IM2
IM2—O
IM2c
–182.24 kJ/mol (IM2) and –371.07 kJ/mol (IM2O), respectively. Consequently, it is reasonable
–385.95 –333.44 –378.07
that the stabilization of the complexes exhibits an HOMO
LUMO
346.57
351.82
378.07
increasing trend as IM2-O > IM2 > IM2c. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the further evolution 'E = ELUMO – EHOMO 732.52 685.26 756.14
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Fig. 1. Optimized geometries of all the reactants, the products and the initial step of reaction of isobutenyl anion
with N2O at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory. Bond distances in nm and angles in degree

Scheme 2
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Fig. 2. Optimized geometries of all the isomers and transition states for the reaction isobutenyl anion+N2O at the
MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory. Bond distances in nm and angles in degree

pathway of IM2c (IM2c o TS2c o IM3c) involves a high-energy transition state TS2c (68.04), which
indicates that these processes may be not at all preferred in energy and have little contribution to the
final products. It is certainly consistent with experimental results [ 30, 31 ] which propose that the initial nucleophilic attack generally occurs at the terminal nitrogen atom, but does not rule out the attack
at the central nitrogen atom. By comparison, in the formation of IM2-O (IM1 o TS1-O o IM2-O) the
relative energy of the rate-determining transition state TS1-O lies (18.81) somewhat higher than that
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Fig. 3. Optimized geometries of the O-atom
direct abstraction reaction of isobutenyl anion
with N2O at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of
theory. Bond distances in nm and angles in
degree

of the reactants, and the step is strongly
exothermic by 371.07 kJ/mol. Thus, on
the whole, the pathway is more preferable thermodynamically, but is kinetically less likely. However,
we have failed to try to locate the other channel that assumed the reaction channel: (74)–
+ N2O o (H2C=—CH3)– + N2 + 2= [ 19 ]. Presumably this is due to the methyl group effect
that contributes to the C2—C1 bond of the isobutenyl anion, making it shorter so to be unfavorable towards the loss of formaldehyde. As a result, our investigation indicated that the reaction from IM3-O
proceeded through only D-H migration to yield separated products [C4H6OH]– + N2, rather than via the
C1—C2 breakage to produce 2= , as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, in the following passage, we concentrate on the isomers of IM2 and its subsequent evolution.

Scheme 3. Sketch of the orbital interaction at the intermidiates IM2

Nature of IM2. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that in IM2 the covalent bond C—N
(0.6597(sp3.03d 0.01)C + 0.7515(sp2.50d 0.01)N) formed between the isobutenyl anion and the N2O molecule
can be rationalized considering the donation of electron density from the lone pair of C (isobutenyl
anion) electrons into empty 2p orbitals of N2O. As shown in Scheme 3, a V—S* orbital interaction
occurs between C1 of the isobutylene anion and N5 of N2O which leads to the hybridization state of N5
changing to sp2 from sp. This interaction also reflects that the observably changed structures appear to
the N2O group due to the weakening of the conjugated S bond. For instance, the N—N—O bond angle
is diminished from 178.72q to 115.47q, with an increase of 0.0143 nm in the N—N bond and
0.0089 nm in the N—O bond compared to the isolated N—N (0.1172 nm) and N—O (0.1196 nm)
bonds of free N2O. The NBO analysis indicates there is a net electronic transfer of 1.064 a.u.
(Scheme 2) from the isobutenyl moiety to the N2O fragment. For the formation of IM2, as displayed in
Fig. 4, from IM1 it is necessary to surmount an activation barrier of 18.81 kJ/mol via TS1 (479i cm–1)
with 10.44 kJ/mol lower than the separated reactants. Consequently, the step of IM1 o IM2 may proceed much more easily on the PES. Presumably this is due to the effect of the methyl group which
contributes to D-C activated.
Isomerization and dissociation. Starting from the IM2 isomer (–182.24), the reaction bifurcates
into two equivalent uphill pathways to reach TS2 and TS5, respectively. One named pathway (1) is the
H8 attached to the C1 transfer to the O7 to form hydroxide ion OH–, followed by concerted
OH–-abstract to D-H9 along with H2O-extrusion to generate P1 (trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O)
(–102.27). The other named pathway 2 is the concerted conversion of IM2 to its structural isomer IM6
(–178.85) along with the subsequent reaction mechanism same as pathway 1 to yield P2 (cisCH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O) (–105.74). Generally, the energy barrier controls the reaction rate in a pathway. Thus, we use barrier height to discuss the feasibility of pathways 1 and 2. Considering the rather
close barriers, 112.93 (IM2 o TS2 o IM3) kJ/mol in pathway 1 and 109.34 (IM6 o TS6 o
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Fig. 4. Singlet potential energy (kJ/mol) surface of all the reaction channels for the reaction of isobutenyl anion
with N2O at the QCISD/6-31++G(d,p)//MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory

o IM7) kJ/mol in pathway 2, formation of P1 (trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O) and P2 (cisCH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O) is quite competitive. As a consequence, reflected in the final product distributions, trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 , cis-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 and H2O may be the most favorable products. In the
following discussion, we will only explain in detail pathway 1.
Pathway 1. As shown in Fig. 2, pathway 1 can overall be written as: IM2 o TS2 o IM3 o
o TS3 o IM4 o TS4 o IM5 o P1. Our calculations show that a hydrogen migration from C1 to O7,
via an intramolecular proton-transfer process, is the first stage (IM2 o IM3) forming IM3. The corresponding transition structure TS2 presents one imaginary frequency of 1168i cm–1 and the H8 (attached
to the C1 atom) being transferred carries a negative charge of 0.102 a.u. As displayed in Fig. 2, the labeled transition vector clearly corresponds to the expected movement of H8 detaching from C1 and
moving towards O7. As shown in Fig. 4, the step is a very steep process, namely, from IM2 it is necessary to surmount an activation barrier of 112.93 kJ/mol to reach TS2 and then go down to IM3, which
is 126.57 kJ/mol more stable than the separated reactants. The second step (IM3 o IM4) involves the
loss of a hydroxide ion and at the same time IM4 is formed via the transition state TS3, characterized
by an imaginary frequency of 237i cm–1 and situated 91.91 kJ/mol below the reactant asymptote. The
transition vector for the imaginary frequency, also labeled in Fig. 2, clearly indicates the OH– transfer,
which helps the sequent reaction (hydrogen transfer) occur. The NBO analysis (Scheme 2) shows that
the negative charge on the HO unit in IM4 is –0.936 a.u. As such, the resulting C4H6N2—OH– complex is best described as an ion dipole complex between the OH– and molecular C4H6N2 (Fig. 2). Note
that IM4 is more stable than IM3 by 12.77 kJ/mol as displayed in Fig. 4. Presumably this is due to that
minimum IM4 lives longer while OH– searches for a suitable hydrogen proton to undergo abstraction.
The third step (IM4 o IM5) is the second D-H9 abstract reaction via the transition state TS4 (only one
imaginary frequency 589i cm–1) to yield an adduct IM5. In IM5, the H2O unit of the complex is virtually identical to the separated molecular H2O, where the O—H distances (0.9782 nm) and H—O—H
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Table 2

bond angles (101.19q) are nearly the same compared
with
those of the calculated equilibrium bond
Activation strain analysis of the activation barriers
lengths
and bond angles of molecular H2O
z
z
'Estrain
'Eint
'E z
(0.9600 nm and 109.50q). Finally, from the productlike complex IM5, the separated products transTS2
112.93 939.48 –826.55
CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O, can be directly obtained
TS4
10.93 335.84 –324.91
surmounting a higher barrier height of 57.57 kJ/mol.
TS2/TS4 (ratio)
10.34
2.80
2.54
As shown in Fig. 4, the PES is very flat in the exit
channel.
a
As shown in Fig. 2, along pathway 1 the stepValues are reported in kJ/mol at the QCISD//MP2.
wise hydrogen abstract reaction passes through three
transition states (TS2, TS3 and TS4) to render trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O and the total reaction
energy is 102.27 kJ/mol exothermic. It must be noted that the activation energy of the first hydrogen
abstract (from IM2 to IM3, Fig. 4) exceeds that (from IM4 to IM5, Fig. 4) of the second hydrogen abstract by 102.00 kJ/mol. Thus, the second abstraction reaches the TS relatively rapidly compared to the
first abstraction which arrives at the TS relatively slowly. According to the Hammond postulate [ 32 ],
TS4 has stronger reactant-like character than TS2. This was fully confirmed by our theoretical calculations. As shown in Fig. 4, the step of IM2 o IM3 is predicted to undergo an endothermic abstraction
whereas the step of IM4 o IM5 is an exothermic process. Moreover, we have analyzed the nature of
crucial activation barriers of the elementary steps (IM2 o IM3 and IM4 o IM5, Fig. 4) using the Activation Strain model [ 33—36 ] in which the activation energy 'E z is decomposed into the activation
z
z
and the stabilization transition state (TS) interaction 'Eint
between the reactants in the
strain 'Estrain
z
z
z
z
refers to the relaactivated complex: 'E = 'Estrain + 'Eint . In the paper, the activation strain 'Estrain
tive energy of the total energy of the deformed reactants (isobutenyl and N2O moieties in TS2 and
C4H6N2 and OH segments in TS4, respectively) in the geometry of activated complex with that of IM2
z
and IM4. The transition state interaction 'Eint
is the relative energy of the total energy of the dez
formed reactants with that of the corresponding TS. As shown in Table 2, comparison of the 'Estrain
z
z
z
components in TS2 and TS4 reveals that the 'Estrain
(TS2)/ 'Estrain
(TS4) is 2.80, but the
and 'Eint
z
z
z
z
'Eint (TS2)/ 'Eint (TS4) is 2.54 and the net result is the 'E (TS2)/'E (TS4) is 10.34. Obviously,
z
'Estrain
is a major factor determining activation energy. The quantitative analysis has provided evidence to better demonstrate that the step of the second hydrogen abstraction is preferable in energy
than that of the first hydrogen abstraction.
In order to understand the competition between the two hydrogen abstraction steps in detail, for
IM2 o IM3 and IM4 o IM5, second-order perturbation analyses and principal delocalizations were
carried out for all possible interactions between the filled Lewis-type NBOs and the empty non-Lewis
NBOs. According to NBO analysis, for TS4 the large stabilization energies of V(C1—H9) o V*(N5—
N6) (68.03) and LP (O7) o V*(C1—H9) (437.77) indicate that the dominant hyperconjugative effects
make the energy of TS4 lower, which makes the hydrogen transfer between C1 and O7 facile. Comparatively, the small stabilization energies for TS2 (V(C1—H8) o V*(N5—N6) (66.53) and LP (O7) o
o V*(C1—H8) (68.83)) indicate that the dominant hyperconjugative interaction exists in the TS2 system, which hinders the O7—H8 interaction and makes the formation of IM3 rather difficult. Additionally, as shown in Scheme 2, the electron density difference between C1 and O7 of TS2 is smaller than
that of TS4 (0.211 a.u. for TS2 and 1.014 a.u. for TS4), which helps the hydrogen transfer in TS4.
Therefore, the step of the second hydrogen abstraction is very important to make the reaction proceed.
Pathway 2. As shown in Fig. 2, pathway 2 can be expressed overall as follows: IM2 o TS5 o
o IM6 o TS6 o IM7 o TS7 o IM8 o TS8 o IM9 o P2. Starting from IM6 derived from the
isomerization of IM2, the reaction pathway yielded P2 (cis—CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O) which is completely identical with pathway 1 described above. It should be noted that, as shown in Fig. 4, the energies of the transition states TS6 (–69.51 kJ/mol), TS7 (–90.43 kJ/mol) and TS8 (–146.96 kJ/mol) in
a
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this pathway are all lower than that of the reactant asymptote. Therefore, starting from IM2, it is very
significant to make the reaction proceed along pathway 2.
Methyl group effect analysis. To better understand the reaction of the isobutenyl anion with
N2O, we have recalled an analogous reaction, allyl anion + N2O [ 37, 38 ]. By comparison, the apparent discrepancy for the two types of reactions lies in rate-determining steps (reflecting on the first D-H
migration) of their main pathways, that is, the isobutenyl anion reaction was estimated by a higher barrier in the step, as compared to the allyl anion reaction. Presumably this is mainly due to the existence
of methyl group which, exhibiting better electron-donation ability, contributes to the D-C—H bond of
the isobutenyl anion, which is due to an increase in negative charge on D-C atom, is unfavorable towards H-atom migration. This methyl group effect is also reflected in the fact that the former formation of the hydroxide ion and the latter second D-H abstraction are not concerted in the isobutenyl
anion reaction as compared to the allyl anion reaction with concerted characters, which is well consistent with the result obtained by Ichino et al. [ 38 ] who found that the corresponding processes probably encountered a small energy barrier along the reaction pathway. As a prediction, although we have
not carried out those calculations for the methyl group of the isobutenyl anion substituted by halogen
reactions using the same level of theory in this work, a similar phenomenon can be found: the second
D-H migration is the rate-determining step and the second D-H migration and OH dissociation may be
concerted due to halogen characters. It is hoped that our study will stimulate further research into the
subject.
CONCLUSIONS

To gain further insight into the reaction mechanism of the isobutenyl anion with N2O in the gas
phase, a detailed theoretical investigation on PESs has been performed with quantum chemical methods. The theoretical data obtained may provide a helpful tool for the interpretation of experimental
observation and a useful guide for understanding the mechanism of other analogous reactions. The
conclusions of the present study can be summarized as follows: (1) the formation of the initial encounter complex is spontaneous and it is a barrierless process, when the isobutenyl anion approaches N2O;
(2) the main pathways expressed as pathways 1 and 2, which are two reciprocally competitive pathways, are reaction patterns of end—N attack. This is in agreement with the experimental result. Pathway 1 proceeds via a three-step manner mostly involving hydrogen transfer to yield products P1
(trans-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O), and in pathway 2, after the isomerization of IM2 to IM6, a similar
pathway 1 mechanism is traced to form products P2 (cis-CH2(CH3)CCN 2 + H2O); (3) using the Actiz
vation Strain model analysis, it is inferred that 'Eint
cannot dominate the activation barriers of the title
reaction; (4) based on our investigation in this paper, the methyl group effect may change conventional
mechanisms and influence the rate-determining step in the reactions.
Project is supported by the Northwest University for Nationalities (No. xbmuyjrc201107) and The
Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities (No. zyz2011059).
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